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Membrane fouling is a major hurdle for ultrafiltration membrane applications.  It may increase the 
operational costs and shorten the lifespan of membrane. Effective and efficient methods are required 
for its control and minimisation. In this work, the effect of Capillary Drain was investigated with a 




 XL modules with non-treated seawater. Capillary 
Drain is a novel method proposed by process development team from inge GmbH to improve the 
cleaning and foulant removal efficiency.  
The process was operated at different flux and filtration times to keep the recovery and feed loading 
constant. Fouling indices developed by A.H. Nguyen [48] (Total Fouling and Hydraulic Irreversible 
Fouling Index) and the change in permeability were used for comparison of the efficiency of Capillary 
Drain. 
Membrane process performance with and without Capillary Drain were compared. The former resulted 
in a lower fouling index, indicating that Capillary Drain slowed down the rate of increase in resistance 
due to fouling. Effect of Capillary Drain was also investigated when it was introduced one filtration 
cycle after a chemical enhanced backwash (CEB) and in between CEBs. Better results were seen in the 
latter. At higher operating flux, Capillary Drain also proved to be effective.  
The pilot plant experienced a tremendous increase of Trans-Membrane-Pressure when chlorophyll-a 
concentration reached levels of 4 µg/l. When this happened, Capillary Drain seemed to be able to 
remove fouling better than CEB alone. Possible explanations for Capillary Drain’s positive effect are 
also proposed.   
Correlation between feed water parameters were investigated using a statistical program, Minitab
®
 
2017. Most of the parameters compared seem to have no statistically significant relationships between 
them at confidence interval of 95%. Feasibility of Capillary Drain application in large scale 
ultrafiltration-plants was analysed.   
Finally, recommendations were made to further understand Capillary Drain.  
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This section aims to provide the background and motivation behind the work of the Master’s thesis at 
inge GmbH.  
Rapid increase in global population and urbanization has resulted in water scarcity. 70% of the world’s 
population are expected to live in urban areas by 2050 [1]. By 2025, half of the world’s population 
will be living in water-stressed areas [2].  
A higher reliance on membrane technologies in applications such as desalination, wastewater recovery 
and other treatment processes is expected to satisfy the world’s water and wastewater treatment needs.  
It is common knowledge that membrane fouling is a major hurdle for pressure driven membrane 
applications. Fouling may result in an increase in operational costs (due to an increased energy 
demand), additional labour for maintenance, cleaning chemical costs, and shorter membrane life [3]. 
Therefore, advanced pressure driven membrane applications need requires effective and efficient 
methods for its control and minimisation. 
The company, inge GmbH, is interested to apply and understand novel methods for cleaning the 
membrane and removal of various kinds of fouling. The Capillary Drain process, a novel method 
proposed by process development team of inge GmbH, was investigated to unveil its potential in better 
fouling removal in additional to hydraulic backwash and chemical enhanced backwash. For the work 
of the Master’s thesis, a pilot plant in seawater applications was available. 
The scope of work and objectives include: 
1) Fouling control: Effect of Capillary Drain in comparison to conventional cleaning regime, 
2) Biological background of different algae classes, 
3) Correlation between algae occurrence and process stability, 
4) Correlation between algae and other water parameters (e.g. turbidity),  
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2. Theory and fundamentals  
This section is divided into five sub-sections. It aims to provide the reader with the basic knowledge 
and theory applied in the scope of the work.  
Section 2.1 and 2.2 aims to provide the fundamentals of membrane technology, focusing on 
ultrafiltration, the important equations applied and membrane technology from inge GmbH. 
Section 2.3 aims to explain fouling in terms of its trend, mechanism and modes.   
Section 2.4 aims to provide the biological background related to biofouling and algal blooms. 
Finally, Section 2.5 aims to provide the background in regression and statistics which was applied for 
feed water quality correlations.  
2.1. Membrane technology  
Quoted from M. Mulder [4],  
“Membrane can be considered as a permselective barrier or interface between two phases, with 
Phase 1 usually considered as the feed and Phase 2 as the permeate. Separation is achieved as the 
membrane has the ability to transport one component from the feed mixture more readily than any 
other component(s). This may occur through various mechanisms and driving forces.”    
 
An example for the role of membrane is illustrated in 
Figure 1, where the blue component is transported more 
readily across the membrane. Pressure driven 
membranes such as Microfiltration (MF), Ultrafiltration 
(UF), Nanofiltration (NF) and Reverse Osmosis (RO) 
can be applied for water treatment applications. The 
terms “permeate” and “filtrate” can be used 
interchangeably. The types of rejection by different 
categories of membranes are summarized in Figure 2. 
inge
®
 membrane belongs to UF category, which can reject 




Figure 1: Membrane’s role in separation of two 
components [5]. 




Figure 2: Various kinds of material rejection by different pressure driven membranes [6]. 
 
2.1.1. Portfolio of inge GmbH  
In the scope of the Master’s thesis, inside-out UF membrane from inge GmbH was used. inge GmbH 
was founded in 2000 and headquartered in Greifenberg (near Munich), Germany. In 2011, inge GmbH 
became part of BASF. inge® Multibore® membrane technology combines seven individual capillaries 
in a highly robust fiber of polyethersulfone nature. Commercially, capillaries with internal diameter of 
0.9 mm (used in this work) and 1.5mm are available. The driving force is the pressure gradient, 
forcing feed water through the capillaries and dispersing laterally through the inner separation layer 
with pore diameter of 0.02µm. Suspended solids and germs can be retained, with 6 log and 4 log 
removal of bacterial and viruses, respectively. The honeycomb-style arrangement of the capillaries 
results in an extremely high stability of the membrane, with burst pressure of more than 14 bar [6].  
 
Figure 3: Details of different layers of inge® membrane fiber [6].  
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The hollow fibers are potted in modules and installed using the T-Rack
®
, a 
concept that offers unparalleled flexibility and helps keep investment and 
operating costs to a minimum [6]. The feed and drain pipes are integrated 
in the end caps of the headers, while the filtrate connections are welded to 
the module bodies and headers. There are no O-rings, and all the flanges of 
the header pipes are mounted in the same plane. The modules can be 
arranged in either two or four rows and each row can be operated as a 




2.1.2. Ultrafiltration and its terminology 
Membrane processes are typically characterized by flux (Jv) and permeability (Perm). In the scope of 





   Eq.1 
 
Jv: Flux [Litre of filtrate per square meter per hour, l/(m²·h)]  
Q: Volumetric flow rate [l/h] 




The driving force for the transport of water across UF is the pressure gradient across the membrane, 
better known as trans-membrane pressure (TMP). 
For dead-end operation, TMP is defined as:  
TMP = Pf - Pp    Eq.2 
 
Pf: Feed pressure [bar] 
Pp: Permeate (or filtrate) pressure [bar] 
 
Figure 4: T-rack® design 
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To correct for hydrostatic pressure in the TMP measurement, inge
®
 applied the following [6]: 
TMP = |𝜌 × g × 10−5 × (
dh1+dh2
2
− dh3) +  [(
PR200+PR201
2
) − PR300]|    Eq.3 
 
TMP: trans-membrane pressure [bar] 
PR200, PR201, PR300: measured pressures [bar] 
dh1, 2, 3: relative height of pressure sensor [m] 
ρ: density of filtrated medium (for water ≈ 1000) [kg/m
3
] 





















Figure 5: Reference height and positions of pressure sensors [6]. 
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Permeability (Perm), also known as the specific flux, is defined as: 
Perm =  
Jv
TMP
  Eq.4 
 
Perm: Permeability [l/(m²·h·bar)] 
 
The value of permeability is affected by water viscosity (η), which varies at different temperatures. 
Thus, the following correction factor is applied to obtain a permeability normalized to 20°C.   
Perm20℃ =  Perm ·  
η(T)
η20℃
   Eq.5 
Viscosity, with units of Pa·s, is a function of temperature by the empirical equation, Eq. 6 [6], 
η(T) = (17.91 − 0.6T + 0.017 T2 − 0.00017T3)  · 10−4   Eq.6 
For simplification, the permeability data presented has already been corrected to a reference 
temperature of 20°C but the symbol used will still be “Perm”. 
 
The specific volume (Svol) and backwash specific volume (Svol,bw) are the amount of filtrated permeate 
and permeate used for backwash, respectively, per unit of membrane filtration area: 
Svol =   Jv·tfilt    Eq.7 
Svol,bw =   Jv ·tbw    Eq.8 
tfilt : total filtration time [h] 
tbw : total backwash time [h] 
 
In the membrane process, recovery (θ) is the ratio between the final obtained filtrate quantity over the 





Vfeed − (Vp,BW + Vp,CEB)
Vfeed+ VFF + Vpipe
   Eq.9 
 
Vfeed,total: total feed volume, 
Vfeed: feed volume, 
Vp,BW: permeate volume used during backwash,  
Vp, CEB: permeate volume used during Chemical Enhanced Backwash, 
2. Theory and fundamentals 
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VFF: feed volume used during forward flush, 
Vpipe: feed volume used during pipe rinsing. 
 
Availability (α), measures the ratio between the time during which permeate is produced over the total 
run time. αCD is the availability taking in account conductance of Capillary Drain. Within a chemical 
cleaning cycle, the availabilities are defined as:  





n.(tfilt+  tbw)+t CEB
      Eq.10 
 









     Eq.11 
 
n: the number of filtration cycles between two CEBs, 
tfilt: filtration time, 
tchemical cleaning cycle: total time of one chemical cleaning cycle (between two CEBs), 
tCD: total time for conducting Capillary Drain, 
tbw: total time for backwash, 
tCEB: total time for CEB, 
INT: interval of conducting the Capillary Drain (example, once every 6 filtration cycles)  
 
The two availabilities are related by: 
 











  Eq. 12 
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2.2. Modes of Operation for inge® process  
Membranes can be operated in either cross-flow or dead-end mode shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6: (Left) Cross flow filtration, where feed flows in tangential direction across the membrane surface and (right) dead-




 membranes were operated only in dead-end mode, the cross-flow operation will not be 
discussed in detail. In dead-end mode, the filtration flux and filtrate flux are equal. 
 
2.2.1. Filtration  
inge
®
 membrane modules are operated in dead-end and filtration-bottom mode. Due to fouling 
(Section 2.3), physical and chemical cleaning of the membrane are required. Figure 7 shows the 













Figure 7: Chemical cleaning cycle of ultrafiltration process. 
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Figure 8: Procedure of filtration and reverse-combined-Backwash from inge GmbH, with illustration of 
feed and backwash effluent flow [6]. 
The two steps of filtration and physical cleaning (backwash) is commonly known as a unit cycle, and 
is repeated until a chemical cleaning is considered necessary. All process steps between two chemical 
cleanings are known as a chemical cleaning cycle.  In a typical and standard filtration mode (which 
may be adjusted according to different clients’ requirement), feed water is pressurized by the feed 
pump and enters the module from the bottom and permeate to the filtrate side while the top valve is 










Depending on the quality of the feed water and flux, filtration time between 30 to 120 minutes can 
typically be expected before a rise in TMP is observed. This rise is due to fouling such as cake layer 
formation. Backwashes are performed at regular intervals to remove these foulant and recover the 
membrane permeability. 
 
2.2.2. Backwash  
The water required for backwash is drawn from the filtrate tank and pressurized by the backwash 
pump. The backwash stream passes through the membrane from the outside-in direction (opposite of 
the filtration mode) and detaches the accumulated foulant from the membrane surface. The backwash 
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During a typical physical cleaning or backwash, inge
®
 implements the reverse-combined-Backwash 
(rcBW) strategy, where a backwash drain bottom was conducted for around two-third of the total 
backwash time and backwash drain top for around one-third of the total backwash time (Figure 8). 
Involving backwash drain top can help to remove potential plugging problem due to deposition of 
foulants at the dead-end side of the capillaries.  
After rcBW is completed, pipe rinsing is carried out by isolating the membrane modules and flushing 
the pipes with feed water to remove remaining backwash water.  
2.2.3. Chemical enhanced backwash 
Chemical cleaning or Chemical Enhanced Backwash (CEB) is performed in a comparable way to a 
backwash with the addition of cleaning chemicals to boost the effectiveness of the process. 
Particularly, it helps to remove hydraulically irreversible foulants. Figure 9 shows the basic steps 
performed during a CEB.  
 
 
Figure 9: inge® CEB procedure [6]. 
 
Steps for conducting CEB are: 
(i) Chemical injection 
Done in two steps; (a) first in backwash drain top, (b) then in backwash drain bottom mode. A 
uniform distribution of chemicals can be established in this way.  
(ii) Soaking 
Soaking of chemicals in modules take place between 5-60 minutes.  
(iii) Flushing of the modules 
Done in two steps; (a) in backwash drain top, (b) followed by backwash drain bottom mode. 
Removes the chemical solution together with the fouling.  
(iv) Short filtration 
Clean the modules and piping from remaining chemicals.  
(v) CEB can be repeated with different chemicals.  
Step (ia)                 Step (ib)             Step (ii)       Step (iiia)            Step (iiib) 




Typically, an alkaline CEB is conducted to first remove organic and/or particulate fouling. CEB can 
be conducted at pH up to 9.5 for seawater and pH up to 12 for surface water/wastewater. After, 
modules and piping are rinsed by rcBW with fresh permeate, before conducting an acidic CEB to 
remove inorganic fouling and/or potential precipitation due to high pH during alkaline CEB. Alkaline 
CEB chemicals include NaOH and NaOCl at pH 9.5 and acidic CEB chemical is H2SO4 or HCl at pH 
between 2.0 to 2.3.  
2.3. Fouling 
One major hurdle in the UF applications is fouling, which affect the overall performance of membrane 
processes over time. Explained by J. Crespo [7], fouling in membranes is a phenomenon caused by 
physical and/or chemical interactions between fluid, its composition and surface of membranes. Poor 
hydrodynamics may also contribute to membrane fouling. This results in the progressive deposition 
and/or adsorption of material on the membrane surface or within the membrane structure. The trend of 
fouling, fouling mechanisms and modes are explained in the following sub-sections.  
2.3.1. Trend of fouling  
Depending on the mode of operation, different trends can be seen. If the membrane process is operated 
in constant TMP mode, there will be a gradual loss of flux. If the membrane process is operated in 
constant flux mode, there will be a gradual increase of TMP. In both cases, the final result is the 
gradual loss of membrane permeability as seen in Figure 10. 
 
 
Figure 10: Trend of membrane permeability over time with hydraulic and chemical cleaning. 
 




Materials which could cause membrane fouling include (but not limited to) solids, particulates, flocs, 
proteins, biological substances such as Extracellular Polymeric Substance (EPS), colloidal of organic 
and/or inorganic nature. Fouling which can be removed by certain methods of cleaning is commonly 
known as reversible fouling. Hydraulic and chemical reversible fouling can be removed by hydraulic 
backwash and chemical cleaning, respectively. Similarly, hydraulic irreversible and chemical 
irreversible fouling is left over as they cannot be removed by hydraulic backwash and chemical 
cleaning, respectively.   
 
2.3.2. Fouling mechanisms and modes 
In general, the main mechanisms of fouling observed are shown in Figure 11. It is also possible to 
have fouling from more than one mechanism, especially if the feed is complex.   
 
 
Figure 11:  Fouling mechanisms of porous membranes adopted from S. Judd [8]. 
 
There are different fouling modes such as adsorption, chemical interactions, cake formation and pore 












Table 1: Fouling modes and the responsible constituents [8, 9]. 
Fouling modes Responsible Constituents 
Adsorption  
Foulants adsorbing onto membrane surface or in the pores. If 
the foulants are of organic nature, it is also known as organic 
fouling  
 
Small molecules, Natural Organic 
Matter such as proteins or humic 
acids,  
Chemical interactions 
pH or concentration increase can lead to precipitation of salts 
and/or hydroxides to form scaling (also known as inorganic 
fouling). 
 
Soluble salts such as CaCO3, CaSO4 
and BaSO4, metal oxides 
Cake formation & pore blocking 
Depositions of particles leading to cake filtration and/or 
blockage of pores (particulate fouling) 
 
 
Small colloidal particles (Typically 





Large suspended particles  
Special case: Biofouling 
When biological substance, biological growth and biofilm 
are present. Biofouling may involve all four fouling modes.  
Bacterial attachment on membrane 
surface, EPS released by bacteria,  
Biofilm formation 
 
Although fouling cannot be avoided, membrane’s permeability can be recovered to a certain extend 
with physical hydraulic or chemical cleaning as discussed previously in Section 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.  
2.4. Biological background in feed water  
One potential problem faced by water treatment plants is algal blooms, events which natural occurring 
microscopic algae experience a massive population growth. Algae are aquatic, plant-like organisms. 
They encompass a variety of simple structures, from single-celled phytoplankton floating in the water, 
to large seaweeds (macroalgae) attached to the ocean floor. Algal bloom is a result of changing 
environmental conditions, such as temperature, nutrient concentration and/or sunlight, in favor for one 
or more groups of algal [15].  
Algal bloom may produce toxic compounds which can be harmful to human beings and animals in 
both land and sea. Additionally, it causes water discoloration, odor issues and can affect water 
treatment plants. An example was the “Red tide” bloom incident in the Gulf of Oman in 2008–2009. 
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Several Seawater Reverse Osmosis (SWRO) plants in the region were forced to shut down or reduce 
operation due to clogging of pretreatment systems and potential damage such as irreversible fouling 
problems in RO membranes. [10-13].   
2.4.1. Algae classes 
The main classes of algae which could cause algal bloom are identified by the Intergovernmental 
Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO, up to 300 species of microalgae were reported to cause 
blooms in aquatic environments [14]. Major algae groups often reported to cause severe blooms 
include diatoms, dinoflagellates, cyanobacteria, haptophytes, raphidophytes and chlorophytes. L. 
Villacorte [15] summarized the characteristics of common bloom forming species of microscopic 
algae in Table 2. 
 








Potential adverse  
effect/consequences 
Dinoflagellates 
   Alexandrium tamarense 25-32 10,000 toxic bloom, red tide, O2 depletion 
Cochlodinium polykrikoides 20-40 48,000 toxic bloom, red tide, O2 depletion 
Karenia brevis 20-40 37,000 toxic bloom, red tide, O2 depletion 
Noctiluca scintillans 200-2000 1,900 red/pink/green tide, O2 depletion 
Prorocentrum micans  30-60  50,000 red/brown tide, O2 depletion 
Diatoms  
   Chaetoceros affinis 8-25 900,000 O2 depletion, fish gill irritation 
Pseudo-nitzschia spp. 3-100 19,000 toxic bloom, O2 depletion 
Skeletonema costatum 2-25 88,000 O2 depletion 
Thalassiosira spp. 10-50 100,000  O2 depletion 
Cyanobacteria  
(blue-green) 
   Anabaena spp. 3-12 10,000,000 toxic bloom, O2 depletion 
Microcystis spp. 2-7 14,800,000 toxic bloom, O2 depletion 
Nodularia spp. 6-100 605,200 toxic bloom, O2 depletion 
Haptophytes 
   Emiliania huxleyi 2-6 115,000 O2 depletion 
Phaeocystis spp. 4-9 52,000 beach foam, O2 depletion 
Raphidophytes 
   Chattonella spp. 10-40 10,000 toxic bloom, red tide, O2 depletion 
Heterosigma akashiwo 15-25 32,000 toxic bloom, red tide, O2 depletion 
Chlorophytes (green) 
   Chlorella vulgaris 2-10 145,000 green tide, O2 depletion 
Scenedesmus spp. 2-25 820,000 green tide, O2 depletion 
 (*) – Maximum recorded concentration reported in literature 
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2.4.2. Quantifying algae 
Chlorophyll-a is a color pigment and molecule used in photosynthesis. It is found in plants, algae and 
phytoplankton. Six different chlorophylls have been identified [16, 17] in the form of chlorophyll-a, b, 
c, d, e and f. Each type reflects slightly different ranges of green wavelengths. chlorophyll-a is the 
primary molecule responsible for photosynthesis [16,18], meaning it is found in every single 
photosynthesizing organism from land plants to algae and cyanobacteria [16]. It is important to note 
that chlorophyll-a cannot be used to identify specific species, it can provide a rough estimate of 
biomass [19]. Nevertheless, chlorophyll measurements are recommended in Standard Methods for the 
Examination of Water and Wastewater to estimate algal populations [20]. 
Chlorophyll measurements rely on fluorimetry, based on the determination of the fluorescence 
spectrum of algae. When chlorophyll is exposed to a high-energy wavelength (approximately 470 nm), 
it emits a lower energy light (650-700 nm) [21]. This emission is measured to determine how much 
chlorophyll is in the water, which in turn estimates the algae concentration (units in µg/l). Total 
chlorophyll-a concentration above 15µg/l is considered problematic as recommended by New 
Hampshire Department of Environmental Services [22].
  
The instrument applied in this work is bbe AlgaeGuard
®
. Measurements in the bbe AlgaeGuard
®
 are 
based not only on the fluorescence characteristics response of chlorophyll-a but also from different 
groups of algae. These responses are dependent on the colour and brightness of the excitation light. 
Comparing to laboratory methods, bbe AlgaeGuard
®
 gives real time information about the 
concentration of chlorophyll-a in minutes [23]. 
Parameters which can be determined include: 
- The total concentration of chlorophyll-a 
- The concentration of up to 5 algae groups (algae differentiation) 
- The transmission of 5 wavelengths (Option) 
- Detection of yellow substances 
Application of bbe AlgaeGuard
®
 at the feed stream allowed real time monitoring of total chlorophyll-a, 
diatoms algae, green algae (Chlorophytes), blue-green algae (cyanobacteria) and cryptophyta 
concentrations.  
These are useful information in making parameter changes (such as chemical concentration and 
soaking time) and during analysis of the performance data. A water correlation involving green algae 
and diatoms concentration against permeability were also conducted and discussed in detail in Section 
6. 
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2.4.3. Potential problem of algae bloom on UF 
Biofouling happens when biological substance, biological growth and/or biofilm are present on the 
membrane surface and/or structure via various fouling modes. 
Several studies [24-27] on the performance of UF membrane, in relation to effects from algal blooms, 
tend towards membrane fouling caused by large macromolecules produced by the algae. These large 
macromolecules such as polysaccharides and proteins can be more problematic than the algal cell 
themselves. UF operation can be affected when there are high concentrations of sticky Algal Organic 
Matter (AOM) substances such as Transparent Exopolymer Particles (TEP) during algal blooms and 
intensify membrane fouling by particulate fouling, organic fouling and/or biofouling.  
Particulate fouling in UF related to algal bloom develops when high amount of particulate materials 
such as AOM, algal cells and their debris form a heterogeneous and compressible cake layer on the 
membrane surface [15]. Capillaries of the UF membrane may be plugged when algae cells are 
transported and deposited at the dead-end side (Figure 12). The results can be an increase in resistance 
to permeate flow and/or loss of effective filtration area. When this happened during a constant flux 
operation mode, it is likely to observe a higher TMP. Conventional hydraulic cleaning may be less or 
not effective in removing the accumulated plugged material [28-31].  
 
 
Figure 12: Plugging caused by algae cells adopted from L. Villacorte [15]. 
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Organic fouling in UF related to algal bloom develops when algal blooms result in a large increase in 
AOM, particularly the sticky TEPs [32, 33]. TEPs are known to be hydrophilic materials that can 
absorb water up to 99% of their dry weight while allowing some water to pass through [34, 35]. TEPs 
can strongly adhere to UF’s membrane surface and/or pores and are able to squeeze through the voids 
between algal cells and other accumulated solid particles. This is thought to increase the resistance to 
permeation. Several works [36, 37] showed that conventional hydraulic cleaning alone may be 
ineffective in removing the sticky fouling layer and restoring the membrane’s initial permeability.   
As explained previously in Section 2.4, biofouling can occur when bacteria attach themselves to the 
membrane or spacer components, and form biofilm. High concentration of TEPs during algal bloom 
can accelerate biofouling as its sticky nature can form a “conditioning layer” platform. This platform 
can enhance attachment and initial colonization of bacteria and they can effectively utilize nutrients 
from feed water [38, 39]  
In general, biofouling is a considerable problem for NF/RO applications and is less concern for UF 
applications. This is due to periodic backwashing and chemical cleaning in dead–end UF applications, 
which leads to removal and/or dispersion of most accumulated bacteria and thus, hindering the biofilm 
formation [15].  
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2.5. Background in regression and statistics  
This section describes the theory of linear regression and statistics, which is applied in the latter 
section of “Feed water correlation”.  
Minitab
®
 2017, a statistical program, is used for this work. An example is shown in Figure 13, where 
X-variable (also known as predictor) is plotted against Y-variable (also known as response) to 
determine potential relationship between them. 
  
 
Figure 13: Example of linear regression. 
 
Using the program helps to avoid tedious manual calculations of the regression. The regression model 
equation (right of Figure 13) can be obtained by input of data into the program and selecting the 
desired regression method. For example, a linear regression applies the least square method to 
minimize the residual (vertical distance from the response to the regression/predicted value).  
R
2
 value is known as the coefficient of determination and it represents proportion of the total 
variability in the dependent variable (in this case the Y-variable) that is explained by the regression 
model equation [40]. It is common for many to assume that a high R
2
 value close to 1.0 indicates a 
good fit and that the regression model equation can describe very well the response (Y-variable) as a 
function of predictor (X-variable). However, this is not always true. In fact, R
2
 is a comparison 
between two regression models; the obtained regression model (as per Figure 13) and the null model. 
The null model describes a horizontal line at the level of the mean of the responses (observed Y-
values), which is the simplest possible model that could be fitted to any set of data. R
2
 serves as a 
reference for comparison [40, 41].   
Eventually, a high R
2
 does not necessary assure a valid relation and a low R
2
 does not mean the model 
is useless. G.J. Hahn [42] explained that with a hundred observations, a value of R
2
 as low as 0.07 is 
Regression(Predicted value)  
Residual  
Y(Predicted) = 5.77 + 2.591 X 
R
2
 = 0.87 
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sufficient to establish statistical significance at the 1% level. What is also important is that reduction in 
R
2
 can occur because the range of X-variable is restricted and not because the number of observed Y-
variable is reduced. 
“Fitted Line Plots” from Minitab
®
 2017 can provide important insights with the p-values, S-values of 
the regression model and availability of residual plots. The p-value shows if the regression is 
statistically significant within the chosen confidence level. It is common to use a confidence interval 
of 95%, and a p-value more than 0.05 means the regression model is not statistically significant [40, 
41].  
An example, not related to any variables and for illustration purpose only, is shown in Table 3 and 
Figure 14 and 15. The p-value is highlighted in red and the value is not actually zero but a value much 
lower than 0.001. 
 
Table 3: Example of regression table from Minitab®. 
 
 
S-value is also known as the Standard Error of the 
Regression. It represents the average distance that the 
observed values are from the regression line and 
quantifies the precision of data [43]. From Figure 14, both 
regression lines have the same R
2
 values but different S-
values. S-value tells how wrong the regression model is 
on average, using the units of the response variable. 
Smaller values are indicators that the observations are 
closer to the fitted line. 
From Table 3, the Y-variable is “Turbidity Feed 10min avg (NTU)” and the X-variable is “Total Chlo-
a 10min avg (µg/l)”. The regression model equation of the example is Y = 1.108 + 0.2507X.  
Figure 14: Example of regression with different 
S-values. 




Figure 15: Example of residual plots from Minitab® 2017. 
 
To make further analysis, one must always check the residual plots after regression is done due to the 
following assumptions [40]:  
- The residuals are assumed to be normally distributed  
This can be checked by the “Normal Probability Plot” and “Histogram”. If the residuals are 
normally distributed, it will lie along the red straight line in “Normal Probability Plot”. The 
“Histogram” shows the range where the residuals lie and should ideally follow a Gaussian 
distribution.  
- Residuals are assumed to be independent with a mean of zero 
This can be checked by the “Versus Order”. If the residuals are independent, this plot should not 
show any particular trend. Residuals that are too large may be considered as “outliers”.    
- Residuals have variance that is constant for each residual and independent of any variable. 
This can be checked by the “Versus Fits” plot. It gives information about the variance of the 
residuals and should be equally spread around zero.   
 
Any violation of these assumptions, especially violation of independence assumption, can cause 





Through the experience of process development team from inge GmbH, it was observed that the 
permeability of inge
®
 membrane seems to increase after an integrity-test is conducted. When 1 bar 
pressure of air is applied to the lumen of the membrane module, air cannot pass through the wetted 
pores of 0.02 µm due to air-liquid phase boundary of the surface tension of the membrane. These 
procedure steps are adjusted in the development of Capillary Drain procedure. Capillary Drain is a 
novel method proposed by the process development team to be applied regularly together with 
hydraulic backwash (rcBW) on membranes operated in inside-out filtration mode. The aims are to 
improve the cleaning and foulant removal efficiency. This section describes the Capillary Drain 
procedure in detail and to review the application of air in membrane processes.  
3.1. Capillary Drain description 
Before a rcBW, Capillary Drain is implemented in two steps; dewatering and pressure-hold as shown 
in Figure 16. Dewatering step send non-oil compressed air from the top valve into the lumen of the 
fibers, filtrating the remaining water in the module to the filtrate side (note that bottom feed valve is 
closed). Water permeates through the membrane while air is retained on the feed side due to the air-
liquid phase boundary of the surface tension of the membrane, allowing pressure to be built up [6]. 
During the pressure-hold step, the top valve is closed and the pressure in the module is held. Finally, 
rcBW is conducted.  
 
Figure 16: inge® concept of Capillary Drain (a) dewatering and (b) pressure-hold [6]. 
 
3.2. Application of air in membrane processes 
In the literature review, the closest process to Capillary Drain may be the combination of air in 
membrane processes. Utilizing air in membrane processes is not entirely new. In the extensive 





applications started as early as 1986. Commonly known as air-sparging, air can be injected during 
filtration to prevent surface fouling. It can also be applied during backwash to improve the removal of 
cake-form fouling.  
As the Master’s thesis work is focused on the proposed Capillary Drain during backwash, only the 2-
phase flow used during backwash for inside-out membranes will be discussed.  
Air Assisted Backwash (AABW) was proposed and investigated by C.Cabassud and co-workers at 
INSA, Toulouse, France [44]. Y.Bessiere et. al. [45] proposed a combination of AABW with rinsing 
to enhance UF performance for inside-out hollow-fiber modules. This procedure consisted of several 
steps, summarized in Table 4 in comparison with Capillary Drain. Backwashing with 2-phase flow 
greatly improved the removal of particulates leading to a reduction in cumulative fouling. P.J. Remize 
et. al. [46] showed that AABW lowered the amount of remaining-particulate-fouling (i.e. not yet 
removed at the end of the backwashes).  
 
Table 4: Procedure comparison between Capillary Drain and AABW. 
Capillary Drain AABW [45, 46] 
1) Dewatering 
Filtration of water in lumen of fibers through 
injection of air from the top.   
1) Dewatering 
Removal of water by gravity 
2) Pressure-hold 
After water in lumen is completely filtered, air 
supply is shut to hold the pressure  
2) Air flushing 
Flushing of capillaries with air (direction and 
duration not stated) 
3) Backwash 
rcBW using clean filtrate is conducted.  
3a) Backwash (mixed) 
Injection of air from concentrate compartment 
(top) while clean filtrate flow across membrane 
for about 20 seconds [46]  
-  
3b) Backwash (water-only) 
Using clean filtrate for about 20 seconds, with 
chlorine concentration of 5 ppm [46] 
-  
3c) Feed water flushing before start of filtration 







In addition, a comparison table of the membrane modules used is shown below. 




 module [6] 
Module used in Y. 
Bessiere’s work [45] 
Module used in P.J. 
Remize’s work [46] 
Brand Inge GmbH Not stated Aquasource 
Nominal pore 
size 




(of one capillary) 











Length  1.72 m (of fiber) 1.2 m (of module) 1.2m (of fiber) 
Pre-filter < 300 µm  150 µm None 
Initial module 
permeability 
Line 1: 630 ± 20 l/(m²·h·bar) 
Line 2: 600 ± 60 l/(m²·h·bar) 
400 l/(m²·h·bar) 400 ±50 l/(m²·h·bar) 
Operational flux 76-92 l/(m²·h) 80 l/(m²·h) 85-90 l/(m²·h) at 20°C 
Filtration cycle 45-60 min 25.5 min 
30 min (Clay suspension) 
20 min (natural surface 
water) 













For another experiment 













No. of filtration 
cycles  Every 14-15 before CEB 
40 (and stopped) 
AABW applied for 
every cycle 
130 (and stopped) 






0 ppm 5 ppm 5 ppm 
*all membrane modules were inside-out, operated in dead-end and constant flux mode  
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4. Materials and methods  
This section describes the pilot plant, feed water quality, measurement instruments applied during the 
experiments. Methods to determine the efficiency of Capillary Drain are also introduced. 
4.1. Pilot plant PU 22 
The pilot plant located in Middle East was feed with direct seawater from the Arabic Gulf with no 





module shown in Figure 17. They were operated at 76 l/(m²·h), 85 l/(m²·h), and 92 l/(m²·h) in April 
2017 with a filtration time to 60, 50 and 45 minutes, respectively. This is to keep the recovery and thus, 




Figure 17: Simplified process flow diagram of PU 22, Line 1 in filtration mode (marked in green colour) and Line 2 in 
backwash mode (marked in yellow colour) [6]. 
 
4.2. Feed Water Quality 
Temperature, pH, turbidity, feed flow rate, pressure at feed and filtrate sides were constantly 
monitored. Hourly averages of feed water quality for temperature, pH and turbidity are shown in 
Figure 18a.  
 





Figure 18: Feed water quality for (a) hourly average for temperature, pH and turbidity (b) Total and various algae groups’ 
concentration. 
 
The feed water quality was relatively good, with constant pH around 8.0, temperature between 22°C to 
28°C, and turbidity less than 5 NTU. Table 6 shows a summary of the averages, standard deviation 
and range of values of the parameters.  
Suspected problem in bbe AlgalGuard®  
(b) 
(a) 
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Table 6: Feed water quality of PU 22. 
Parameters Units  Average  
Standard 
Deviation 
Range Reference values [47] 
Turbidity NTU 1.47 1.99 0.08 - 11.05 2-10 
pH  - 8.00 0.01 7.94 - 8.02 - 
Temperature  °C 25.5 1.2 22.7 - 28.1 15.0 - 36.3 
Total chlorophyll-a µg/l 2.0 0.88 1.0 – 4.5 0.82 - 1.49 ± 0.33 
 
Concentration of chlorophyll-a, diatoms algae, green algae (Chlorophytes), blue-green algae 
(cyanobacteria) and cryptophyta were measured and recorded by bbe AlgalGuard
®
 every 97 seconds. 
It is considered an algal bloom event when the total chlorophyll-a concentration is more than 15 µg/l 
[22]. Referring to Figure 18b, there was no algal bloom during the period of experiment. However, 
certain trends were observed when the concentration was more than 4µg/L. The total chlorophyll–a 
concentration of feed water will be plotted alongside the performance chart. There was also some 
period of time where a problem in bbe AlgalGuard
®
 was suspected to be not working. The data from 
these periods were removed during feed water correlation analysis. 
The parameter settings for filtration, rcBW and CEB during the experiments can be found in 
APPENDIX C. 
The methods used for analysis were (1) regression for Total Fouling and Hydraulic Irreversible 
Fouling Indices and (2) change in permeability. Both methods will be discussed in detail in the 
following section.  
4.3. Methods used for determining the efficiency of cleaning  
Being able to predict fouling in membranes is crucial, yet, highly complex as it depends on the feed 
water’s physiochemical properties alongside the type of membrane used and the process parameters 
(TMP, filtration flux etc.) [48]. 
It is also challenging as certain feed water parameters such as Total Organic Carbon, Total Suspended 
Solids etc. are not measured constantly. Constantly sampling of feed water can be expensive and is not 
real-time monitoring. From the process point of view, it is useful to analyse the available parameters 
and fouling indices (calculated from the parameter data) which are measured constantly.  
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4.3.1. Fouling Indices 
In general, feed water with high values of turbidity and TSS tends to cause severe fouling. However, 
the work of Zupancic et. al. [49] showed that turbidity is not directly correlated with fouling and is not 
sufficient as a sole indicator for fouling prediction.  
Natural water sources containing high amount of Total Organic Carbon, Dissolved Organic Carbon 
and Natural Organic Matter (NOM) also tend to cause fouling. Different measures of NOM include 
Total Nitrogen, Dissolved Organic Nitrogen, ultraviolet absorbance, NOM molecular weight 
distribution, and NOM source have been found to have certain impacts on membrane fouling but no 
single characteristic has been demonstrated to control fouling [50-52]. 
The drawback of using these parameters is that they cannot be constantly monitored online and in real 
time easily. Constant sampling to test for these parameters will induce high operational cost.  Over the 
years, simple, short and empirical filtration tests had been developed to obtain fouling indices to 
predict degree of membrane fouling.   
The silt density index (SDI) and modified fouling index (MFI) are widely used in RO applications. 
Unfortunately, they have been reported to be insensitive to the presence of smaller particles and an 
unsatisfactory correlation with colloidal fouling has been observed for full-scale membrane 
installations [53, 54]. The MFI-UF (tested with a polyacrylonitrile 13 kDa UF membrane) was 
developed to account for the presence of smaller particles but at constant pressure [53, 54].  
A group of researchers [52, 55-57] proposed a unified MFI for assessments of low pressure membrane 
performance at constant flux with the assumption that fouling is caused only by cake layer formation. 
It is in doubt if bench-scale or full-scale data can be compared with this unified MFI [48]. 
In the case of inge GmbH, the fouling index of Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Index (HIFI) were 
chosen as the analysis tool. Together with Total Fouling Index (TFI) and Chemical Irreversible 
Fouling Index (CIFI), these indices were developed by A.H. Nguyen and co-workers [48] and were 
based on a resistance in-series model. The indices indicate the rate of increase in resistance due to 
fouling, i.e., smaller indices indicate slower rate of increase in resistance. The key feature of this 
development is that fouling is not attributed to a specific mechanism so the model is valid regardless 
of whether cake filtration, pore constriction, or a combination of fouling mechanisms occurring. The 
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Table 7: Summary of fouling indices developed by A.H. Nguyen et. al. [48]. 
Total Fouling Index 
(TFI) 
Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling 
Index (HIFI) 
Chemical Irreversible Fouling 
Index (CIFI) 
Any single hydraulic 
backwash 
Multiple hydraulic backwash cycles 
without any chemical cleaning 
(referred to as one chemical 
cleaning cycle) 
 
Average values for all data for a 












 = 1+ (CIFI)Svol 
 
 
Perm’: normalized permeability (or specific flux) [-] 








Figure 19: Illustration of fouling indices adopted from A.H. Nguyen et. al. [48]. 
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4.3.2. Change in permeability 
The most classical way for determining the physical 
cleaning’s efficiency is to look at the permeability of 
the process. With reference to Figure 20, the 
permeability of the membrane process will drop over 
time due to fouling’s additional resistance to 
permeation. The change in permeability (∆Perm) 
before and after each rcBWs/CEBs gives a simple and 




Both methods of fouling indices and different in permeability will be used for comparison of the 
efficiency of Capillary Drain in this work.  
4.4. Data Evaluation 
The process of the data evaluation is illustrated in Figure 21. 
 
 
Figure 21: Steps of conducting data analysis. 
 
Continuous logging of data 
Import into MS Access®  database 
Export into MS Excel® file 
Generate performance chart 
Calculate key performance indicators 
Figure 20: Illustration of ∆Perm. 
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Physical parameters of PU 22 pilot plant were logged. 44 of them were written into .csv files every 45 
seconds during filtration and CEB. Backwash and Capillary Drain were written every second. These 
daily reports were imported into an MS Access
®
 database, which can be exported to MS Excel
®
 files 
for generation of performance charts. Flux was evaluated by dividing the recorded feed flow rate by 
the active membrane area of 80 m
2
. TMP was evaluated by difference of pressure between the feed 
and filtrate side, with correction for the hydrostatic pressure using Eq.3. Permeability was evaluated 
by dividing the flux by TMP and then normalized to 20°C using Equations 5 and 6. Key performance 
indicators (Total Fouling and Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Indices) were calculated using built-in 
regression function RGP in MS Excel
®
. 
These data, together with parameters of feed water and filtrate, were fed into the statistical program 
Minitab
®
 2017 to investigate for potential correlations. Further details will be explained separately in 
Section 6. 
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5. Results and discussion 
This section describes the results obtained from the pilot plant for discussion of effect of Capillary 
Drain.  
5.1. Effect of Capillary Drain  
Figure 22 illustrates the membrane process’s performance of Line 2 with and without Capillary Drain. 
Blue-filled circles and yellow-filled circles represent the introduction of CEB and Capillary Drain, 
respectively. Unless otherwise stated, Capillary Drain was always conducted after one filtration cycle.  
 
Figure 22: Performance of Line 2 at filtration flux and time of 85 l/(m²·h) and 50 minutes, BW flux and time of 230 l/(m²·h) 
and 35 seconds, CEB interval of 14. 
 
Remarks for Figure 22 
- CEB interval of 14 means that CEB was conducted after 14 filtration cycles. 
- A peak of more than 4 µg/L of chlorophyll-a was observed on 5 April 2017 around 2223 hours 
lasting around 1.5 hours. Despite of this, performance of Line 2 did not show abrupt changes 
for TMP and permeability.  
 
The positive effect of Capillary Drain is clearly shown in Figure 22. For the chemical cleaning cycle 
when Capillary Drain was introduced before every rcBW, the rate of permeability decrease was slower 
 CD before every rcBW  Without CD 
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than chemical cleaning cycle without Capillary Drain. To demonstrate this with Hydraulic Irreversible 
Fouling Index, “Normalized inverse permeability” was plotted against the specific volume in Figure 
23 and the slope was determined. Without Capillary Drain, the Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Index 








 for Capillary Drain conducted before every rcBW. 
Clearly, Capillary Drain had slowed down the rate of increase in resistance. It is important to note that 
the regression of Total Fouling and Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Indices follows the method 
proposed by A.H. Nguyen et. al. [48] using linear regression. This method for obtaining Total Fouling 
and Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Indices are meant for interpretation of results and not trying to fit 
the best model with the experimental data.   
 
Figure 23: Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Index plot for chemical cleaning cycle with Capillary Drain before every rcBW 
(red) and without Capillary Drain (green). 
 
Remarks for Figure 23 
 
-  The “high peaks” in the Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Index plots were caused in one line 
when the other was in backwash mode.  
- The change in R2 was < 1% and change in Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Index values were 
< 3% when these points were removed manually. This was deemed acceptable by inge GmbH 
and thus, the data points were kept.   
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5.2. Effect of a single Capillary Drain after and in between CEBs   
Conducting Capillary Drain after every filtration cycle can lower the availability of the membrane 
process. In this section, effect of conducting a single Capillary Drain was investigated. Figure 24 
illustrates the membrane process’s performance of Line 1 at 76 l/(m²·h) when a single Capillary Drain 




Figure 24: Performance of Line 1 at filtration flux and time of 76 l/(m²·h) and 60 minutes, BW flux and time of 230 l/(m²·h) 
and 35 seconds, CEB interval of 12. 
 
In order to show the rate of increase in resistance were slowed down with the introduction of Capillary 
Drain, Total Fouling Indices for filtration cycles before and after conducting Capillary Drain, together 
with Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Index were determined for chemical cleaning cycle #1 to #11. 
These fouling indices were determined in similar fashion as Figure 23 and thus, the values will be 
summarized in Figure 25 and 26 as bar charts.  
#1       #2         #3        #4         #5        #6         #7         #8        #9        #10     #11  
 (i) CD, one filtration cycle after CEBs  (ii) CD in between CEBs 




Figure 25: Summarized Total Fouling Indices for Line 1 at filtration flux and time of 76 l/(m²·h) and 60 minutes, BW flux 
and time of 230 l/(m²·h) and 35 seconds, CEB interval of 12. 
 
Remarks for Figure 25 
- For chemical cleaning cycle #8, Total Fouling Indices for “Capillary Drain, one filtration 
cycle after CEB” and “in between CEB” were named as #8a and 8b respectively, due to 
parameter setting changes.   
 
From Figure 25, the Total Fouling Indices for filtration cycles after introduction of Capillary Drain 
were all lower than the Total Fouling Indices for filtration cycles before Capillary Drain, except for 
chemical cleaning cycle #8a (equal Total Fouling Indices). Clearly, the rate of increase in resistance 
was slowed down.  
(ii) CD in between CEBs 
(i) CD, one filtration cycle after CEBs 
 




Figure 26: Summarized Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Indices for Line 1 at filtration flux and time of 76 l/(m²·h) and 60 
minutes, BW flux and time of 230 l/(m²·h) and 35 seconds, CEB interval of 12. 
 





Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Index without Capillary Drain). When Capillary Drain was introduced 
in between CEBs (chemical cleaning cycle #9-11), the Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Indices were 
lower than when Capillary Drain was introduced one filtration cycle after CEBs (chemical cleaning 
cycle #1-7). This showed that the rate of increase in resistance was slower when Capillary Drain was 
introduced in between CEBs. It is possibly due to the cumulative “available fouling” for removal. 
After a CEB, one can expect a large removal of foulants and thus, introducing a Capillary Drain after 
one filtration cycle probably did not enhance foulant removal because there was not enough “available 
fouling”. Introducing Capillary Drain in between CEBs had shown to be more efficient as it first 
allowed some fouling to build up in the capillaries. After which, Capillary Drain can enhance the 
foulant removal by disrupting its fouling layer (cake formation, biofilm formation etc.). To verify this, 
∆Perm, i.e. the change in permeability, before and after rcBWs/CEBs, was plotted against time shown 
in Figure 27.   
 (ii) CD in between CEBs 
(i) CD, one filtration cycle after CEBs 
 




Figure 27: ∆Perm against time for Capillary Drain conducted right after and in between the CEBs for Line 1 at 76 l/(m²·h). 
 
Highest ∆Perm values were observed when CEB was conducted as it removed hydraulically 
irreversible fouling. Interestingly, conducting a Capillary Drain helped rcBW to achieve a higher 
∆Perm, shown as the red line named “after Capillary Drain”. Physically, this indicates rcBW can 
remove some irreversible fouling with the help of Capillary Drain. The levels of ∆Perm was more or 
less around 50 l/(m²·h·bar) when Capillary Drain was introduced one filtration cycle after CEB. When 
Capillary Drain was switched in between CEBs, a higher ∆Perm can be achieved (circled in green). 
This agrees with the point that introducing Capillary Drain in between CEBs is more efficient as it 
first allowed some fouling to build up in the capillaries. 
5.3. Effect of single Capillary Drain within a chemical cleaning cycle at 
different flux 
Figure 28 and 29 illustrates the membrane process’s performance when a single Capillary Drain was 
introduced within a chemical cleaning cycle in between the CEBs for (i) Line 2 at 85 l/(m²·h) and (ii) 
Line 1 at 92 l/(m²·h). 
 
 
(i) CD, one filtration cycle after CEBs 
 
 (ii) CD in between CEBs 
#1           #2              #3             #4              #5             #6              #7            #8            #9               #10          #11 




Figure 28: Performance of Line 2 at filtration flux and time of 85 l/(m²·h) and 50 minutes, BW flux and time of 230 l/(m²·h) 
and 35 seconds, CEB interval of 14. 
 
 
Figure 29: Performance of Line 1 at filtration flux and time of 92 l/(m²·h) and 45 minutes, BW flux and time of 230 l/(m²·h) 
and 35 seconds, CEB interval of 15. 
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Together with data for single Capillary Drain introduced within a chemical cleaning cycle at 76 
l/(m²·h) (Section 5.2), the Total Fouling Indices for filtration cycles before and after introduction of 
Capillary Drain were determined for all chemical cleaning cycle. It was observed that all Total Fouling 
Indices for filtration cycles after introduction of Capillary Drain were lower than Total Fouling Indices 
for its respective filtration cycles before Capillary Drain. The beneficial effect from Capillary Drain is 
clear and the averages are shown in Figure 30. 
 
Figure 30: Average Total Fouling Indices of filtration cycles before and after conducting Capillary Drain, at different flux. 
 
5.4. Effect of a single Capillary Drain during fluctuation of chlorophyll-a 
concentration  
Figure 31 and 32 illustrates the membrane process’s performance during a fluctuation of chlorophyll-a 
when a single Capillary Drain was introduced within a chemical cleaning cycle in between the CEBs 





 April 2017, chlorophyll-a concentration exceeded 4 µg/l (chemical cleaning cycle 
#2, #4-9). As a result, there was an impact on the performance of membrane process. The TMP 
increased from around 200mbar to 700mbar and 1000mbar for Line 1 and 2, respectively. The 
situation was brought under control after two days by doubling the concentration of chlorine and 
soaking duration. After which, the values of these chemical cleaning parameters were reset to their 
previous level. As such, direct comparison is not possible but in this section, the results will be 
presented to have a better understanding of what happened when Capillary Drain was introduced 
alongside a fluctuation in chlorophyll-a concentration. 




Figure 31: Performance of Line 1 at filtration flux and time of 85 l/(m²·h) and 50 minutes, BW flux and time of 230 l/(m²·h) 
and 35 seconds, CEB interval of 14. 
 
 
Figure 32: Performance of Line 2 at filtration flux and time of 92 l/(m²·h) and 45 minutes, BW flux and time of 230 l/(m²·h) 
and 35 seconds, CEB interval of 15. 
 
CEB parameters changed 
CEB parameters changed 
#1           #2         #3          #4          #5          #6          #7          #8           #9        #10        #11        #12 
#1           #2         #3          #4          #5          #6          #7       #8           #9        #10        #11        #12 
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An increasing trend of Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Index can be observed when there was an 
increase in chlorophyll-a concentration. This is indicated in Figure 33 with blue and red lines. 
Therefore, Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Indices can indicate a fluctuation of chlorophyll-a 
concentration in feed water. The concentration profile during fluctuation of chlorophyll-a from bbe 
AlgalGuard
®
 is presented in Figure 34. 
 
 
Figure 33: Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Indices at 85 l/(m²·h) (Line 1) and 92 l/(m²·h) (Line 2) during fluctuation in 
chlorophyll-a concentration. 




Figure 34: Concentration profile during fluctuation of feed chlorophyll-a concentration. 
 
When the performance of both lines experienced high increase in TMP, the bbe AlgalGuard® seem to 
show a large contribution of chlorophyll-a concentration from green algae. There was also a period 
when the concentrations suddenly decreased. It is suspected that there might be too much algae 
clogging the inlet tubes of the bbe AlgalGuard
®
 device and measurement was then not possible. The 
bbe AlgalGuard
®
 needs regular cleaning and proper maintenance in order to avoid any possible 
clogging problem.  
Both the performance curves and Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Indices are not enough to explain the 
effect of Capillary Drain during fluctuation of chlorophyll-a concentration. ΔPerm plot (Figure 35 and 
36) can be useful in this case. Before there was a fluctuation of chlorophyll-a concentration, a similar 
trend with Figure 27 is seen. The highest ∆Perm values were observed when CEB was conducted, due 
to removal of hydraulically irreversible fouling. Also, introducing a Capillary Drain helped rcBW to 






Suspected problem in bbe AlgalGuard® 




Figure 35: ∆Perm against time for Capillary Drain conducted in between the CEBs for Line 1 at 85 l/(m²·h) during 
fluctuation of chlorophyll-a concentration  
 
Figure 36: ∆Perm against time for Capillary Drain conducted in between the CEBs for Line 2 at 92 l/(m²·h) during 
fluctuation of chlorophyll-a concentration. 
#1           #2         #3             #4           #5            #6           #7            #8               #9        #10           #11         #12 
#1           #2            #3            #4              #5         #6          #7              #8            #9           #10         #11         #12 




However, this trend changed after the chemical concentration (free chlorine) and soaking time were 
increased. Surprisingly, one can see a higher ΔPerm values after conducting Capillary Drain (chemical 
cleaning cycle #9 – 12) as compared to lower ΔPerm values from CEBs. Physically, this means that 
the CEBs did not seem to efficiently remove the fouling as compared to previous levels. Additionally, 
Capillary Drain helped to further improve the removal of fouling by rcBW as the chlorophyll-a 
concentration increased.  
The increase of chemical concentration (free chlorine) and soaking time may also have assisted in 
improving Capillary Drain’s performance for fouling removal. The CEB alone did not result in a better 
fouling removal but may have instead, “lossen” the fouling layer. As such, when Capillary Drain was 
introduced after a CEB with higher intensity, the combination improved the cleaning for fouling 
removal.  
5.5. Possible explanation of beneficial effects from Capillary Drain  
The reason behind the positive effect of Capillary Drain is probably due to brief period of 2-phase 
flow. Mentioned previously in Section 3.2, C. Cabassud and co-workers at INSA, (Toulouse, France) 
have been investigating inside-out hollow fiber membrane applications with air in both filtration and 
backwash since 1997 [44-46]. They demonstrated that 2-phase flow exists in capillary of membrane 
with inner diameter less than 1 mm when both air and water were injected into the capillary 
simultaneously at different velocities. It can exist as bubbles flow or slugs flow as shown below: 
 
 
Figure 37: 2-phase flow in terms of (a) Bubbles flow (b) slugs flow, adopted from C. Cabassud [44-46]. 
 
The most important different between their work and the Capillary Drain proposed by process 
development from inge GmbH is that Capillary Drain has no simultaneous injection of air and water. 
Thus, it is not possible to predict accurately the type of 2-phase flow. However, there could be two 
possibilities to explain how Capillary Drain helps to improve the efficiency of hydraulic backwash.   
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5.5.1. Possibility 1 - Compressed air entered the fouling layer 
During the dewatering step, compressed air with pressure of 1 bar entered the lumen of the fibers, 
allowing water to permeate through the membrane while air is retained. This is illustrated in Figure 38. 
 
 
Figure 38: Air entering the porous fouling layer. 
 
The compressed air could enter the voids of the porous fouling layer (such as the cake layer), causing a 
“loosening” effect. A hydraulic backwash can then be more efficient as fouling is “loosen”. As fouling 
was removed more efficiently, subsequent fouling formation (such as cake layer) could take longer to 
be established. Thus, the Total Fouling and Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Indices were observed to be 
lower after the introduction of Capillary Drain.  
It is important to note that there is also a possibility that the porous fouling layer might also be 











5.5.2. Possibility 2 - Occurrence of bubble or slug flow 
After the dewatering step, the capillaries of the membrane were filled with air before hydraulic 
backwash was conducted. Referring to Figure 39a, when backwash is conducted, the liquid enters the 
capillaries along the length of the membrane. There might be some “trapped” air trying to escape leave 
the capillaries while water entered capillaries. 2-phase flow in terms of either bubbles or slugs flow in 
nature could be established for a brief period and result in some kind of a shear stress along the wall. 





In Figure 39b, the slug flow in particular can induce τLair and τLLiq, the shear stresses on the wall by air 
slug and liquid slug respectively, and disrupt the cake formation. Recalling Figure 12 from Section 
2.4.3, the shear stresses on the wall can also help to reduce particulate fouling by algal bloom. 
Or 
Figure 39: (a) Development of 2-phase flow (b) Shear stress on membrane surface [44-46]. 
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6. Correlations between feed water parameters  
In this section, parameters of feed water and filtrate were investigated for potential correlations. 
Minitab
®
 2017, a statistical program was used to check if two parameters have any statistically 
significant relationship. The parameters of interest are shown in Table 8 and grouped into X-variables 
and Y-variables. For each pair of variable, the “Fitted Line Plots” function, which uses the least square 
method for regression, was applied to see if the X-variable (predictor) can be fitted into a model to 
predict the Y-variable (response).  
SDIs were not constantly measured. The foreign operators usually measured SDI once a day but there 
were times when SDI data is unavailable for some days. In February 2017, SDI data of feed stream 
came from the line with dissolved air flotation (DAF). From March to April 2017, SDI data of feed 
stream came directly from the seawater. Thus, regressions involving SDIs are done with “matching 
dates” of the available data.  
Data for chlorophyll-a, green algae and diatoms concentrations were available from bbe AlgalGuard
®
 
with the time interval of every 97 seconds. Data for turbidity and permeability (filtration only) of both 
lines were available every 45 seconds. The different time interval is due to different measuring devices 
or sensors. Thus, these data from month of April 2017 were sorted into hourly and daily averages. 
Data during fluctuation of chlorophyll-a concentration were sorted into 10minutes-average in order to 
have a more detailed analysis. There were some periods when bbe AlgalGuard
®
 was not working 
properly. Essentially, data from this period were deleted.  
Data for Total Fouling Indices, during fluctuation of chlorophyll-a concentration, were sorted together 
with the “filtration cycle average” of total chlorophyll-a concentration. Due to the fact that Line 1 and 
Line 2 were operating at a filtration cycle of 50 and 45 minutes, respectively, hourly and 10minutes-
averages is less suitable.  
All data were sorted using MS EXCEL
®
 before copying into Minitab
®
 2017 for “Fitted Line Plots” 
with a confidence interval of 95%. The results of R
2
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Pair # Y-variable (Response) X-Variable (Predictor) - - 
1 Perm L1 (hourly avg) [l/(m²·h·bar)] Green algae (hourly avg) [µg/l] 0.095 <0.001 
2 Perm L2 (hourly avg) [l/(m²·h·bar)] Green algae (hourly avg) [µg/l] 0.047 <0.001 
3 Perm L1 (hourly avg) [l/(m²·h·bar)] Diatoms (hourly avg) [µg/l] 0.177 <0.001 
4 Perm L2 (hourly avg) [l/(m²·h·bar)] Diatoms (hourly avg) [µg/l] 0.124 <0.001 
5 Perm L1 (10-min avg) [l/(m²·h·bar)] Green algae (10-min avg) [µg/l] 0.002 0.310 
6 Perm L2 (10-min avg) [l/(m²·h·bar)] Green algae (10-min avg) [µg/l] 0.009 0.016 
7 Perm L1 (10-min avg) [l/(m²·h·bar)] Diatoms (10-min avg) [µg/l] 0.127 <0.001 
8 Perm L2 (10-min avg) [l/(m²·h·bar)] Diatoms (10-min avg) [µg/l] 0.099 <0.001 
9 SDI (Feed-seawater, daily) [%/min] Total chlorophyll-a (daily avg) [µg/l] 0.195 0.031 
10 Turbidity of Feed, 10min avg [NTU] Total chlorophyll-a (10 min avg) [µg/l] 0.029 <0.001 
11 Turbidity of Feed, 10min avg [NTU] Turbidity of Filtrate 10min avg [NTU] 0.001 0.078 
12 SDI of Feed- seawater daily) 
[%/min] April only 
SDI of Filtrate (daily) [%/min] 
April only 
0.000 0.984 
13 SDI of Feed- seawater (daily) 
[%/min] All available data 
SDI of Filtrate (daily) [%/min] 
All available data 
0.000 0.887 
14 SDI of Feed-DAF (daily) [%/min] 
Different months 
SDI of Feed-seawater (daily) [%/min] 
Different months 
0.068 0.617 
15 TSS [mg/l] Total chlorophyll-a (daily avg) [µg/l] 0.093 0.695 





Total chlorophyll-a (50-min filtration 
cycle avg) [µg/l] 
0.026 0.063 





Total chlorophyll-a (45-min filtration 
cycle avg) [µg/l] 
0.023 0.066 
 
At first hand, a quick glance of the R
2
 column show all values of R
2 
were low, with the highest value 
of 0.195 coming from Pair#9. These values of R
2
 are not so useful to indicate any potential 
relationship between the two variables. Nevertheless, it is important to investigate the p-values. Pair#5 
and Pair#11-17 have p-values of more than 0.05 and have no statistically significant relationship 
between each pair of variables at a confidence interval of 95%.  
As for the other pairs of variables, the follow approach is applied to check for any potential 
relationship: 
 
1) Educated guess if a potential relationship between the two variables is expected, 
2) Check the “Normal Probability Plot” and “Histogram” to ensure residuals are normally 
distributed, 
3) Check “Versus Order” for any trend to ensure that the residuals are independent, 
4) Check if “Versus Fits” is equally spread around zero, 
5) Check S-value.  
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6.1. Pair # 9 SDI (Feed-seawater, daily) and Total chlorophyll-a (daily 
average) 
 
In theory, one can somewhat expect a relationship between these two parameters. SDI
1
 is an empirical 
test for measuring the potential of influent water to foul an RO membrane with suspended solids and 
colloids. It uses a 0.45 µm filter paper for its measurement and is likely to remove some algae.  
 
It is important to take note that SDI was measured only once a day at an unknown time. In order to 
perform a regression between SDI and chlorophyll-a concentration, daily average for the latter had to 




Figure 40: (a) Regression and (b) residual plots for Pair#9. 
                                                          
1 SDI is determined by the time required to filter 500ml of feed water through a 0.45 µm filter paper at a feed pressure of 30 
psig at start and after 15 minutes. 
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From Figure 40b, the “Normal Probability Plot” and “Histogram” showed that residuals were normally 
distributed. No particular trend can be seen from “Versus Order” plot. Interestingly, a trend was 
observed under “Versus Fits”. Although the points looked kind of spread out, it has a cluster around 
fitted value from 5.6 to 5.8 %/min. This cluster of points has lower residual compared to the fitted 
values from 5.2 to 5.4%/min. A quick check against the regression plot (Figure 40a) shows exactly the 
same pattern. It seems like the regression plot is suitable to show a relationship between the two 
variables at a lower range of chlorophyll-a (0.5 to 1.2 µg/l). This kind of statistical phenomenon is 
known as heteroscedasticity [40].  
 
Furthermore, low S-value of 0.39 %/min (the units of S-value is the same as the Y-variable) is 7% of 
the average mean of Y-variable of 5.65 %/min. In conclusion, for Pair#9 there seem to be a 
relationship at a lower range of chlorophyll-a concentration.   
 
6.2. Pair # 10 Turbidity of Feed, 10min average and Total chlorophyll-a 
(10 min average)  
In theory, one can somewhat expect a relationship between these two parameters. Turbidity measures 
the amount of light-scattering in the water sample. Having higher concentration of chlorophyll-a 
should theoretically increase the light-scattering. Figure 41 below shows the fitting of the regression 
and the residual plots.  
 
 




Figure 41: (a) Regression and (b) residual plots for Pair#10. 
 
From Figure 41b, the “Normal Probability Plot” and “Histogram” showed that residuals were normally 
distributed. No particular trend can be seen from “Versus Order” plot. Interestingly, a trend was 
observed under “Versus Fits”. There is a cluster around fitted value from 1.0 to 2.0. The same cluster 
of points is observed in the regression plot. Again, it seems like the regression plot is suitable to show 
a relationship between the two variables at a lower range of chlorophyll-a. On the other hand, S-value 
of 0.7 NTU may look small but it is 47.6% of the average mean of Y-variable of 1.47 NTU. In 
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6.3. Pairs involving permeability 
Pair #1 to 8 where the permeability was involved, a first look into their “Versus order” plots already 




Figure 42: (a) Regression and (b) residual plots for Pair#5. 
 
It is clear from the pattern of “Versus order” plots that the residual follow exactly the trend of a normal 
permeability performance curve. The permeability will always decrease with a downward trend due to 
fouling and a sharp increase after a backwash or chemical cleaning. Permeability is not dependent only 
on the algae concentrations. Any other non-algae substance which can cause fouling is also affecting 
its value. The complexity of permeability is that it is multi-variable dependent. To understand the 
variables which can affect permeability, one need to recall Eq.1 and Eq.4 for flux and permeability, 
respectively. Assuming the system is able to control feed at constant flux and has no problem with the 
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- Water quality 
 Algae concentration, 
 Constituents which might also contribute to fouling, such as Total suspended solids, 
Natural Organic Matter, Dissolved Organic Matter, Total Organic Matter, Turbidity 
etc. 
 Temperature (if permeability is not normalized)  
 
- TMP, which is affected by fouling and the cleaning efficiency.  
 Hydraulic cleaning can be affected by introduction of new process such as Capillary 
Drain 
 Chemical cleaning can be affected by the kinds of chemicals used, quality of 
chemicals, soaking time, possibility of membrane degradation etc.    
 
- Pre-treatment (if any)  
 Coagulation  
 Size of pre-filter 
 
Therefore, it is a good initiative to try and find a correlation between permeability and algae 
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7. Capillary Drain for large scale UF-plant  
The energy requirement and capital cost of implementing Capillary Drain for large scale UF-plant 
depends on the air compressor, which in turn depends on the pressure and amount of compressed air 
required. In this section, the dewater volume, which is also the volume of compressed air required, 
together with the size of reducer and energy requirement were calculated. Dewatering time was 
analysed and technical solutions to control the flux during Capillary Drain was proposed. In addition, 
availability of the process with and without Capillary Drain was investigated.   
 
7.1. Dewater volume 
In the first step of Capillary Drain, i.e. the dewatering step, compressed air is applied to fill the 
capillaries of the membrane modules. Before this can be achieved, water in the connection and T-
pieces need to be removed before air reaches the capillaries as per Figure 43. 
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Taking one rack with 120 modules as a basis, total volume of compressed air required is equal to the 
total dewatering volume: 
Total dewatering volume = volume of capillaries + volume of T-pieces + volume of connection 
Calculations were made based on the following conditions: 
- T-piece’s volume given as 7 litres per module      
- Volume of connection given as 0.467 m3  
- Number of modules per rack given as 120 
- Length of fibers given as 1.72 m 
- 2500 fibers per module   
- 7 capillaries per fibers   
- Inner diameter of capillary is 0.9 mm 
- Total membrane surface area  








For one rack, total volume of capillaries   
= 120 modules ×  2500 
fibers
module






 × 0.00092) m2  × 1.72m = 2.298m3 
 
Therefore, total dewatering volume  
= volume of capillaries + volume of top headers + volume of T-pieces 
= 2.298 m
3
 + 0.467 m
3
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7.2. Air flow requirement 
By first assuming a dewatering time of 15 seconds, Actual air flow  







The air flow rate of 865 m
3
/h is the “actual” air flow. Actual meters cubed per hour, or Am
3
/h, is a 
terminology specifying the actual volumetric flow of gas at a given pressure and temperature. Inlet 
meters cubed per hour, or Im
3
/h, is the volumetric flow at the compressor’s suction.  Normal meters 
cubed per hour, or Nm
3
/h, is the volumetric flow with respect to Pstd and Tstd.  The following equations 























Pref: reference pressure in bar absolute, 
Ps: compressor suction pressure in bar absolute, 
Pstd: standard barometric pressure, equals to 1 bar absolute, 
Tref: reference temperature in K, 
Ts: compressor suction temperature in K, 
Tstd: standard temperature, equals to 273K. 
Applying the first equation with the following assumptions: 
Temperature inside the system is constant at 293K 
Temperature at suction of compressor is constant at 293K 
Site elevation above sea level is 0 m 
Required maximum pressure of compressed air is 2 bars absolute 



















= 1,730 Im3/h 
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= 1,612 Nm3/h 
 
With the calculated air flow rate and maximum desired pressure, one can approach a compressor 
company to ask for recommendation and quotation of compressors.  
 
7.3. Piping diameter  
A pressure reducer is required to reduce the compressed air’s pressure and the outlet to the piping 
ensures a constant cross-flow velocity of the air entering the T-pieces. Given a maximum limit of 20 
m/s for the cross-flow velocity [58], diameter of piping can be calculated by: 
 






















= 0.124 m 
= 124 mm 
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7.4. Dewater time 
Dewatering time  
= 3.605m
3
  ÷ [Pemeability × 9600 m2  × Air pressure ]   
For calculations of dewatering time, one must consider that the flux is not constant over the entire 
Capillary Drain process. When the supply of compressed air can be constant, then the TMP during 
dewatering is almost constant. Nevertheless, first estimates can be calculated with assumptions of 
constant permeability. The following table shows various combinations which can be applied.  
 
Table 9: Calculated values of flux and dewater time with assumption of constant permeability. 
Permeability  
[l/(m²·h·bar)] 
100 200 500 
Pressure [bar] 












0.50 50 27.0 100 13.5 250 5.4 
0.75 75 18.0 150 9.0 375 3.6 
1.00 100 13.5 200 6.8 500 2.7 
 
From the current pilot plant, the time for dewatering during Capillary Drain takes about 28 seconds. 
Therefore, assumption for permeability equals 500 l/(m²·h·bar)is not suitable because the dewater time 
seems too low. One must also take into consideration the available air volume, pressure and resistance 
of in-line components (especially pressure reducer). Typical filtration flux is 120 l/(m²·h) and this 
value should not be exceeded during Capillary Drain. The dewatering time should not be long or else 
it will lower the availability of the process.  
In order to make a comparison, another way to estimate the permeability and air pressure is to set a 
target dewatering time of 15 seconds.  
 











= 90 l/(m²·h) 
 
Again, estimates can be calculated by assuming constant air pressure or constant permeability shown 
in Table 10. 
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Table 10: Calculated values of permeability and pressure with dewater time of 15 seconds. 
    
Permeability  
[l/(m²·h·bar)]     
Pressure (bar) 
(Fixed) 




0.50 180   100 0.90 
 
0.75 120   200 0.45 
 
1.00 90   500 0.18 
 
Having a “constant flux” value of 90 l/(m²·h) is lower than typical filtration flux of 120 l/(m²·h). In 
terms of design, it is better to set the Capillary Drain time to 15 seconds and combine methods to 
control the flux at 120 l/(m²·h), which will be discussed in the next section.  
 
7.5. Technical solutions for release of air during Capillary Drain   
7.5.1. Controllable valve 
One method is to have a controllable valve. With this method, the filtration flux during Capillary 
Drain can be controlled at 120 l/(m²·h) while keeping the dewatering time at 15 seconds. Figure 44 
describes the flux with an assumption that the flux decreases linearly after a certain time ta.  
The total dewater volume of 3,605 liters is equal to Va + Vb , indicated in Figure 44. This assumption 
of linear flux decrease enables ta to be calculated: 




















= (2400 – 160 x ta) l 
 
Va + Vb = 3605 l 
(320 x ta) + (2400 – 160 x ta) = 3605  
ta = 7.5 seconds 
Figure 44: Scenario of flux and TMP during Capillary Drain 
with 1 bar compressed air using controllable valve. 
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The option of having a controllable valve seems to be able to control flux during Capillary Drain. 
However, the controllable valve can be expensive and requiring a considerable amount of effort to set 
up. An alternative is explored in the next sub-section.  
 
7.5.2. Application of air buffer tanks 
An alternative proposed solution is to have a buffer tank to allow release of compressed air with 
constant pressure as illustrated below. 
  
Figure 45: Setup with pressurized and buffer tanks for release of compressed air through pressure reducer. 
 
The buffer tank’s volume should have the amount of air required for one Capillary Drain while the 
pressurized tank should have the amount of air required for three Capillary Drains within an hour as a 
safety factor. It is an industrial practice to have compressed air at a pressure higher than its 
requirement. Considering that standard pressure tanks comes in pressure limit of 11 bar,a and 8 bar,a,  
the following volume of the tanks are proposed. Calculations are based on the ideal gas law.  
   i Vi Pi 
1 6.7 Nm
3
 2 bar,a 
2 1.68 Nm
3
 8 bars,a 
3 (1.22 Nm
3 
x 3) = 3.65 Nm
3
 11 bars,a 
 
To have the calculated volume of pressurized tank within an hour, the energy requirement is 0.052 
kWh. The detailed calculations are available in APPENDIX E. 
 
Using the current pilot plant’s reference value of 120 l/(m²·h) and 0.34 bars for flux and TMP 
respectively, the flux when TMP is at 1 bar can be calculated using Jv =  
TMP
μR
 .  
V: Volume in Nm3 
P: Pressure in bar 















J2 = 353 l/(m² · h)  
 
As mentioned previously, a flux over 120 l/(m²·h) is too high for the membrane process. Figure 46 
below describes flux and TMP when Capillary Drain is conducted.   
 
 
Figure 46: Scenario of flux and TMP during Capillary Drain with controlled release of air. 
 
The drop in TMP is due to response time and valves switching when the feed pump stopped and air 
valves are opened. Flux changes accordingly with the change in TMP. It is important to note that the 
peak flux of 353 l/(m²·h) is not constant. This peak value can decrease over time (in magnitude of 
years) during the operation lifespan of the membrane due to fouling (increase of total resistance, R). 
Thus, the application of air buffer tank can be done in conjunction with manual adapting the pressure 
on the regular basis. An operator can be there physically to adjust the pressure of the compressed air 
starting from a lower pressure, say 0.5 bar. The time for dewatering can be checked and the air 
pressure can be increased manually step wise to reach a suitable solution.  
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7.6. Effect on availability 
The availability of process with six, eight and ten racks were checked with inge
®
 system design or 
iSD
®
 2014, a design program developed by inge GmbH. The following parameters were entered into 
the program to obtain availability without Capillary Drain.   
 
Table 11: Conditions applied into iSD®. 
Average feed flow for 6 racks  4,600 m3/h 
Average feed flow for 8 racks  6,000 m3/h 
Average feed flow for 10 racks  7,505 m3/h 
Filtration time  60 min 
      
Backwash     
Backwash time 30 s 
time for pause/response/ramp 19 s 
Total of one backwash 0.82 min 
      
CEB     
Injection 90 s 
soak 15 min 
rinsing 1 min 
pause/response/ramp 19 s 
total for 1 CEB (base + acid) 35.6 min 
      
no. of CEB per day 2   
no. of BW per day 22.3   
      
Capillary Drain     
 time per Capillary Drain 15 s 
time for pause/response/ramp 19 s 
Total time for each CD 34 s 
 
After which, Eq. 12 is applied to obtain the availability when Capillary Drain is conducted every 6
th
 
interval (i.e. after 6 filtration cycles). The results are summarized in Table 12.  
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Table 12: Results of availability of plant with and without Capillary Drain. 
 
6 racks 8 racks 10 racks 
α (without CD) 93.09% 92.10% 91.99% 
αCD  92.96% 91.97% 91.86% 
Differences 0.13% 0.13% 0.13% 
 
The difference with and without Capillary Drain is only 0.13%. Overall, the introduction of Capillary 
Drain in large scale plants only lowers the availability at a modest amount.  
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8. Recommendations and outlook 
This section provides recommendations which can be explored to further understand Capillary Drain 
and the outlook of the Master’s thesis work.  
(i) Pressure-hold time 
Pressure-hold is the second step of Capillary Drain to ensure water inside the capillaries is fully 
drained. Also, during the initial development of the Capillary Drain process, it was thought to have 
some “drying effect” on the fouling layer. The potential effects of pressure-hold time remain unclear. 
Nevertheless, draining of capillaries can be verified by checking the filtrate pressure. When all the 
water is fully drained in the capillaries, there should not be any more filtration and the filtrate pressure 
should be constant and close to zero.  
It is important to point out that long pressure-hold time will lower the process’s availability and might 
even compress the fouling layer. The latter can result in a higher level of irreversible fouling. Since its 
potential effects are unclear, investigation is recommended to find out if the pressure-hold time should 
be lowered.  
(ii) Backwash flux during rcBW 
It will be interesting to check if backwash flux can be lowered from the levels of 230 l/(m²·h) to 
achieve the same cleaning efficiency. With the same backwash time, lower backwash flux can increase 
the recovery of the process.   
(iii) Effect of conducting Capillary Drain in between rcBW 
rcBW involves two parts, a backwash drain bottom for around two-third of the total backwash time 
and backwash drain top for around one-third of the total backwash time. In the current settings, 
Capillary Drain is conducted before the rcBW. It is suggested to explore applying Capillary Drain 
before a backwash drain bottom in combination with another Capillary Drain before backwash drain 
top to determine the fouling removal efficiency.   
(iv) Effect of conducting Capillary Drain before CEB 
The effects of Capillary Drain before CEB can be explored and compared to the effects from 
conducting Capillary Drain after and in between CEB. The “best position” can be determined.   
(v) Design of Experiment 
Conventionally, experiments can be conducted by changing one-factor-at-a-time. Not only is this time 
and resource consuming, this method also assumes that there are no interactions between various 
factors. There could be a possibility that the effects of one factor are dependent on the factor level of 
other factors [40, 41]. In fact, applying one-factor-at-a-time in the presence of interaction can lead to 
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serious misunderstanding of how the response varies as a function of the factors.  The Design of 
Experiment strategy can be applied using factors from Point (i) to (iv), or more factors identified later 
to look at multi factors and levels interactions. Examples can be a full factorial design or fractional 
factorial design.  
(vi) Investigating Capillary Drain using bench-scale modules with transparent connections   
Capillary Drain experiments can be conducted using a smaller, “broom-stick” bench-scale modules 
containing 5 to 10 hollow fibers. Currently, “broom-stick” bench-scale modules from inge GmbH 
have PVC connections. It is suggested to have a transparent connection to observe the bubbles 
characteristics leaving the lumen when conducting Capillary Drain. Physical observations can help to 
better understand if Capillary Drain improves foulant removal with occurrence of 2-phase flow.  
(vii) Chlorophyll-a concentration above levels of 15µg/l 
Within the time frame of the Master’s thesis, the concentration of chlorophyll-a did not reach the 
levels of an algal bloom. One can wait for potential algal bloom events as the current plant is still in 
operation. Alternatively, experiments with artificial feed water can be conducted to explore Capillary 
Drain effect during real or induced algal bloom. 
(viii) Capillary Drain effect in other applications 
The type of fouling modes is different in different applications (wastewater, river water etc.). Capillary 
Drain’s effects are expected to be different as well and investigations can be conducted using different 
source of feed water to compare the effects of Capillary Drain in these applications.    
(ix) Long-term applications of the fouling indices  
The operation of the current pilot plant can continue to gather information to observe the long-term 






In conclusion, the objectives of this work were met. The biological background of different algae 
classes were reviewed and the effect of Capillary Drain was investigated with a pilot plant in the 




 XL modules with non-treated seawater. Capillary Drain involves two 
steps, dewatering and pressure-hold with non-oil compressed air. A hydraulic cleaning of reverse-
combined Backwash (rcBW) is conducted after. They were operated at 76 l/(m²·h), 85 l/(m²·h), and 92 
l/(m²·h) in April 2017 with a filtration time to 60, 50 and 45 minutes, respectively, to keep the 
recovery and feed loading constant. Fouling indices developed by A.H. Nguyen [48] (Total Fouling 
and Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Index) and the change in permeability were used for comparison of 
the efficiency of Capillary Drain. 
Membrane process performance with and without Capillary Drain resulted in a Hydraulic Irreversible 








, respectively. The former indicated that Capillary Drain slowed 
down the rate of increase in resistance due to fouling. Availability of the membrane process will 
decrease if Capillary Drain were conducted after every filtration cycle. Thus, effects of single 
Capillary Drain within the chemical cleaning cycle at different flux were further investigated.  
The Total Fouling Indices for filtration cycles after conducting Capillary Drain were lower than the 
Total Fouling Indices for its respective filtration cycle before Capillary Drain. This is true in two 
situations, when Capillary Drain was introduced one filtration cycle after a CEB, and when it was 
introduced in between CEBs. Better results were seen when Capillary Drain was introduced in 
between CEBs due to lower Hydraulic Irreversible Fouling Indices. Applying the same concept to 
compare the Total Fouling Indices, Capillary Drain also proved to be effective at higher operating flux 
of up to 92 l/(m²·h). 
The pilot plant experienced a tremendous increase of TMP when chlorophyll-a concentration reached 
levels of 4 µg/l. TMP increase from around 200mbar to 700mbar and 1000mbar for Line 1 and 2, 
respectively. The concentration of chlorine and soaking duration were doubled in order to bring the 
situation under control. Higher change in permeability (∆Perm) was observed for Capillary Drain as 
compared to CEB, which indicated that Capillary Drain seemed to be able to remove fouling better 
than just CEB alone.  
Possible explanations for Capillary Drain’s positive effect are (i) the “loosen” effect when air entered 
the porous fouling layer and/or (ii) occurrence of 2-phase flow resulting in shear stress along the 
capillaries wall. Capillary Drain performed well as an advanced physical cleaning method for seawater 
applications with no coagulation.  
 
The application of Fouling Indices by A.H. Nguyen et. al. [48] for comparison of cleaning efficiency 




affected by changes in feed water quality can also be detected. Long term trend of membrane process’s 
performance can be established if one compared the current and initial Fouling Indices values.  
Correlations between algae occurrence, process stability and feed water parameters were also 
investigated using a statistical program, Minitab
®
 2017. SDI of feed seawater (daily) seems to have a 
relationship with total chlorophyll-a (daily average) at lower range of chlorophyll-a (between 0.5 to 
1.2 µg/l). Other parameters compared seem to have no statistically significant relationships between 
them at a confidence interval of 95%. 
The feasibility of Capillary Drain application in large scale UF-plant was analyzed. Calculations were 
made to determine the energy requirement of compressor to produce the necessary amount of 
compressed air for one rack with 120 modules. It will require 0.052 kWh to conduct three Capillary 
Drain within an hour. Two technical solutions; application of controllable valve and air buffer tanks, 
were proposed to control the filtration flux during Capillary Drain. Availability of the process with and 
without Capillary Drain was also calculated with the derived formula. The introduction of Capillary 
Drain in large scale plant only lowers the availability at a modest amount of 0.13%.  
Finally, recommendations were made to investigate the pressure-hold time, backwash flux, applying 
Capillary Drain within a rcBW and before CEB, possibly with Design of Experiment strategy. 
Conducting Capillary Drain on bench-scale modules with transparent connections allows physical 
observe for any occurrence of 2-phase flow. Applications of Capillary Drain in areas such as 
wastewater, river water, during algal bloom and the long-term application of Fouling Indices should 
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APPENDIX A - Derivation of relation between availability with and without Capillary Drain 
 
Availability without Capillary Drain is defined as: 
α =  
n . tfilt
n. (tfilt +   tbw) + t CEB
 
 


























Availability with Capillary Drain is defined as: 
αCD =   
n . tfilt
n. (tfilt + tbw +  
tCD
INT) + t CEB
 
Inverse the above equation, 
1
αCD
=   
n. (tfilt + tbw +  
tCD
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Underlined in red is equal to the first inversed expression, 
1
αCD


























APPENDIX C - Summary of operating parameters 
 
 
  Line 1 Line 2 
Filtration 
Flux l/(m²·h) 76 85^ 92 85 92^ 
Time min 60 50 45 50 45 
Reverse Combined  
Backwash 
Flux l/(m²·h) 230 
Backwash time s 35 
BW Distribution 
Drain Bottom 25 
both 5 
Drain Top 10 
Capillary Drain 
Interval cycles 12 14 15 14 15 
Dewatering pressure bar 1 
Dewatering time min 0.5 
^
 fluctuation of chlorophyll-a concentration 
  
CEB1.1   
Chemical - NaOH (30%) 
Additional Chemical - NaOCl (10-12%) 
Interval cycles 12 14 15 14 15 
Frequency per day 2 
Set point pH value in rack - 9.5 
Measured free Chlorine mg/l  148 
Soaking time min 15 
CEB1.2 
Chemical - HCl (30%) 
Interval cycles 12 14 15 14 15 
Frequency per day 2 
Set point pH value in rack - 2 
Soaking time min 15 
Filtrate Injection during CEB   
Flux  l/(m²·h) 120 
Duration Drain (Bottom/Top) s 90 (70/20) 
Rinsing  
Flux  l/(m²·h) 230 






APPENDIX D - Development of the fouling indices using a resistance-in-series approach 
 
The derivation of fouling indices from A.H Nguyen [48] is shown:  








Where ∆P or TMP is the trans-membrane pressure. R is the resistance to flow through the membrane 
and µ is the water viscosity. 
According to the resistance-in-series model, R is the sum of resistance from a clean membrane, cake 
formation, hydraulic irreversible fouling and chemical irreversible fouling denoted as Rmem, Rcake, 
RHIFI and RCIFI. 
R = Rmem +  Rcake + RHIFI + RCIFI  
 
If the resistance due to fouling increases linearly with the volume of filtrate produced, then  
 
Ri = kiSvol 
 
Where ki is the rate constant for the increase in resistance and Svol is the specific volume. Thus the 
total resistance can be rewritten as  
 
 R = Rmem + (kHR + kHI + kCI) Svol  
R = Rmem + (ktotal Svol) 
Where 
kHR is the rate constant for increase due to hydraulic reversible fouling  
kHI  is the rate constant for increase due to hydraulic irreversible fouling 
kCI is the rate constant for increase due to chemical irreversible fouling 
 















Membrane performance can be normalized by dividing Perm at any specific volume by initial 
























Membrane performance data for different operational cycles and cleaning procedures can be used to 
observe and possibly quantify various fouling indices: the Total Fouling Index (TFI), Hydraulic 
Irreversible Fouling Index (HIFI) and chemical irreversible fouling index (CIFI). The indices have 
units of inverse length and can be described as follows, 
 
For any single cycle between hydraulic backwashes, referred to as one hydraulic backwash cycle, TFI 




  = 1+ (TFI)Svol 
 
For multiple hydraulic backwash cycles without any chemical cleaning (referred to as one chemical 
cleaning cycle), HIFI can be similarly be related to average values if L´p during individual filtration 





 = 1+ (HIFI)Svol 
 
Average values for all data for a series of chemical cleaning cycles can be used to determine the CIFI 











APPENDIX E - Energy requirement calculations for compressor 
 
 




This amount of air was calculated based on the assumption that three Capillary Drains were to be 
conducted within an hour as a safety factor.  










/h or 17 acfm (actual cubic feet per min) [59] 
 
The pressure of 11bar,a is equal to 147 psig.  
 
With reference to technical specification of Kaeser Compressors in Figure 48, a model SX 5T is 











The following equation [61] can be applied to determine the energy consumption of compressor: 
  








Motor Efficiency can vary from 75% to 95%. In this case, a motor efficiency of 90% is assumed.  
 
For operating time, three Capillary Drain within an hour is considered (compressed air for pneumatic 
instruments and other purposes are not included).  
 
Energy consumption  










= 0.052 kWh (for three Capillary Drain within an hour) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
